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• The origins of the modern mind 

• A mind so rare (2001) 

• consciousness is a multilayered, multifocal 

capacity and a deep, enduring cognitive 

system whith roots far back in the evolution 

• our brains coevolved with culture and are 

specifically adapted for living in culture 



• language emerges only at the group level 

and is a cultural product, distributed across 

many minds 

• we have evolved into ”hybrid” minds 

• the ultimate irony of human existence is that 

we are supreme individualists, whose 

individualism depends almost entirely on 

culture for its realization 

• cognitive solipsism -> collectivity of mind 



• any species aspiring to a high degree of 
intelligence must acquire symbolic skill 

• symbols can radically amplify the power of 
any mind, hatever its design 

• the need of language, intentional 
representations 

• cognition, emotion and action under unified 
command 

• central control, which is absent from the 
unconscious 

• and most of what goes on is subconscious 



• language origin of consciousness? 

• symbolic skill in itself neither changes the nature 

of animal awareness nor transcends its limitations 

– Kanzi – bonobo with symbolic skills 

– Kanzi’s mind lacks the fundamental defining capacities 

that make human language happen 

• human consciousness is the roduct of many 

functional systems working in cooperation 

– flexibility, adaptability, problem solving mental 

autonomy, delayed response, selectivity of attention 

– most demanding criterion: social intelligence 



• special kind of homunculus: brain model of 

the physical self (?) 

• the flow of meaning is always physically 

situated 

• language could be the greatest beneficiary, 

rather than the cause, of the extended 

human capacity for self-consciousness 





• there are many domain-general skills 
distinguish humans from apes, 
independently of language capacity 

• the isolated mind-model (Cartesians, 
Behaviorists, Cognitivists) werks well in the 
study of nonhuman animals 

• but our brains are not equipped to invent 
language in the first place 

• everything that is specifically human about 
our mode of awareness is a product of our 
long-standing symbiosis with culture 



Hybrid mind 

• no algorithms in nature 

• brains do analogue computing, in which 

there is no use of symbols 

• we are part analogue and part symbolic in 

our mode of operation 

• but the only symbols are ”out there” 



• conscious animal has cognitive autonomy 

• purely symbolic machines, AI systems, can 

never have such autonomy, no matter how 

sophisticated they become, as long as they 

remain purely symbolic 

• symbols themselves are devoid of any 

inherent meaning (!) 

• computer are mere extensions of our culture 



• most animals have no voluntary access to their 

own memory banks 

• the computer has been programmed by human to 

use memory, but has the humans! 

• cultural programming established symbolic skills 

that were not given in their basic design 

• access to memory is the key to our symbolic 

cultural system 

• the conscious brain (?) can never become aware of 

itself 



• to understand consciosuness fully, the generation 

of culture must be explained 

• the possibility of language itself is just another 

prodcut of culture 

• Vygotsky: the developmental rule is that symbolic 

thought first represents external action, and only 

later reconstructs it so that it will occur internally 

• every function in a child’s development thus 

appears twice: first interpersonally, then 

intrapersonally 

• [tool – word] 



• cildren’s own symbolic performances are 
completely public, even to themselves 

• from culture to individual, from outside to 
inside 

• the evolution of human symbolic skills must 
have emerged in a similar way 

• not language but the formation of cognitive 
communities 

• enculturation dominates human cognitive 
development 



• interlinking of the infant’s attentional 

system with those of other people 

• infant is an active participant of these 

routines 

• a hierarchy of habits for shared noticing, 

caring, gfeeling and remembering 

• group intentions 

• thjis system of cultural bonding is abtract 

and demands conscious control 

• distributed social learning device 





• new kind of cognitive capacity, mimetic skill 

• playacting, body languge, precise imitation, 

gesture 

• intentional vocal sound, not yet language 

• emotional sounds 

• brain and vocal tract underwent great change 

• tools and musical instruments 

• spoken language produced oral culture 

• externalization of memory, symbolic devices 



• mimesis is closest to cultural zero point 

• also closest to emotion 

• uniquely human abilities: mime, imitation, 

skill, gesture 

• play of children 

• focus on the activity, not the object of 

action 

• to copy a purposeful action, one needs to 

understand the other person’s objective 



• mimetic culture is a murky realm of eye 
contact, facial expressions, poses, attitudes, 
body language, self-decoration, 
gesticulation, tones of voice 

• tacit knowledge 

• first step toward an effective distributed 
knowledge network 

• logically prior to language because 
language is a complex skill 

• [realm of tacit meanings?] 



• in their creative origins, symbols are a 
product of thought, not vice versa 

• languages arte invented on the level of 
narrative, by collectivities of conscious 
intellects 

• before language thought arises in complex 
communities where one has to track several 
things at the same time: who is allowed to 
do what, etc. 

• this intelligence is applied to tools, artifacts, 
then drawings and words 



Vehicles of tacit cognition 

• meaning = habit of action 

• Peirce: what a thing means is simply what 

habits it involves 

• what is this without language? 

• Vygotsky: tool vs. word as signs 

• psychological is internalized social 

• imitation, gesture, play 


